2017 Future of Population Health Award Application

Application due by 11:59pm EDT on April 21, 2017.

Use this document as a guide to preparing your responses. However, the application must be completed online.

* Required fields

1. What is the name and location of the hospital at the head of this initiative? *
2. What health system (if any) is this hospital associated with?
3. Please briefly describe the specific population health challenge addressed in this health improvement effort. (150 character limit) *

Information about the person filling out the application:

4. Name *
5. Title *
6. Email address *
7. Phone number *
8. How did you hear about this award program? *

Information about the person leading the initiative:

9. Name *
10. Title *
11. Email address *
12. Phone number *
13. Name of the primary local health department collaborating on this effort. *
14. Names of other local organizations (if any) collaborating on this effort.

Please describe the initiative and its accomplishments to date (2,500 character limit) *
Consider the following prompts in developing your answer:

What is the strategy used?
How does the strategy involve adaptation of evidenced-based or promising practices?
What root causes and upstream influences does the strategy address?
How do you accomplish your goals?
What role does each partnering organization play in planning and implementation?
What makes this initiative or its goals unique, ambitious, or innovative?
What measures provide evidence of the accomplishments?
How are performance management and continuous improvement enabled?
What lessons have you learned?
How will the initiative continue or expand in the future?
How easily can others replicate this initiative?